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ON A CLASS OF CONVEX SETS 
Constontin ZALINESCU 
Abstract: Let X be a real linear space, x«.X and CcX be a 
convex set such that X = C + Rx. We give a .characterization for 
this relation when C is a cone, and necessary conditions for the 
general case. 
Key words: Convex sets, cone, separation theorem, natural 
topology. 
Classification: 52A05 
Gerstewitz and Iwanow 121 used the notion of directed line-
ar spaces with respect to some convex subset ("... X sei beziig-
lich C gerichtet, d.h. X = C + Rx fur ein x ...") in order to 
construct some concave function defined on the whole space. In 
this short note we give a characterization of this notion when 
the convex subset is a cone, and necessary conditions in the gene-
ral case. 
Throughout the paper, X is a real linear space and X' is its 
algebraical dual. For the nonempty convex set A c X we denote by 
SA, 1A, 1A, A1, cone A, A^ , A the linear hull, the affine hull, 
the intrinsic core, the core, the conic hull, the asymptotic cone 
and the closure in the natural topology, respectively (see 113 
and L3"J). We recall that for the convex set AcX 
(1) xeiA<-=£V'xeA 3 A > 0 : ( 1 + A ) x - A x e A, 
(2) x e A ^ V x t X 3 A >0:x + A x e A, 
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(3) A l40 =^*Ai = A, A1 = A1, 
while for a convex cone A, A = A - A and 
(4) 0 C A W A = X. 
We also use the notations R+ and R+ for the sets of nonnega-
tive reals and positive reals, respectively . The Greek letters 
denote always real numbers. 
Proposition 1. Let Kc X be a convex cone and x"€X. Then X = 
= K + Rx if and only if 
a) K is a linear subspace of codimension 1 and x^K, or 
b) A.x, -xlni^-M. 
Proof. " < = " : If a) holds, then, obviously, X = K + Rx. 
If b) holds, let us take the case xeK 1. If xcX, then, by (2), 
there exists A ^ O such that x + AxcK, and so xsK + Rx". 
M ==->". If K = X, then b) holds. Let us consider K=M in 
the sequel. We have 
X = 
There are two possibilities: (i) sK-t-X and (ii) SK = X. in the 
case (i) SK is a linear subspace of codimension 1 and x"4SK. Let 
U€ SKcX; then u = y + Ax for some ycK and A e R, and so Ax = 
« u - yeSK. Therefore A= 0, whence ueK. Hence K = SK and a) 
holds. 
(ii) As K - K = X, x = x, - L with x, ,x"2€ K. Let y = x\ + 
+ >T2^K. If A, t
w->0» "tben 
K + Ax = K + 2Ax"1 -AycK - R+y, K - <ux = K + 2 <ax"2 - ^ c K -R+y. 
Therefore X = K - R+y. Let us show that yeK
1. Consider ycX; then 
y + yeX = K - R y, and so there exists A it 0 such that (1 + A)y + 
+ yeK. Hence, by (2), yeK1. Let us show now that 4 xf-xln K1-*- 0. 
Suppose, t»y way of contradiction, that -Cx, -xl 0 K1 = 0. Then the-
re exist xjjxIeX'N^Oi such that 
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(5 ) <x,x1'>^0£<x,x1'> V x e K , 
(6) <-x,X2>£^0^<y,X2> V y e K . 
If <x,x^> = 0, then, by ( 5 ) , 0 A <Ax + x, x^> for every A e R 
and xeK, and so xl = 0, a contradiction. Hence, <xtxl><-0 < 
<<x,X2>. Therefore there are oC , ft > 0 such that <x,oCx( +px«> = 
= 0. From ( 5 ) and (6) we obtain that 0£<xt ccx'* + fixLy for every 
xeK, so that, as above, we obtain o6x-* +/3x« = 0. We may take 
oC= (h = 1, whence x« = -xj. From ( 5 ) and ( 6 ) we obtain that 0 == 
.= <x - y,x-[> for all x,yeK. As K - K = X, we obtain once again 
xl = 0, a contradiction. 
Corollary 2. Let K c X be a convex cone and x€K\-C0$. Then 
K + Rx = X if and only if xeK 1. 
Proof. The sufficiency is proved in the preceding proposi-
tion. If xeKN-^Ol and X = K + Rx, then the statement a ) or b) of 
Proposition 1 holds. As a) is impossible in our hypotheses, we 
have ix,-xlOK14-0. If -Y e K1, as x e K \ * 0 } c K , we obtain 0 = 
= x - xeK + K1 = K1, so that K = X. Hence x e K 1. 
Proposition 3. Let Cc X, C#=X, be a convex set and xcX. If 
X = C + Rx, then one and only one of the following assertions 
holds: 
a) there exists a linear subspace X c X of codimension 1 such 
that C = c + XQ and x^X ; 
b) there exists a linear subspace X c X of codimension 1 and 
r- 0 
oC , (3e R, oc-c ft , such t h a t x ^ Q and C
1 = 3oC,(3[x + X o ; 
c) C + R*xcC X; 
d) C - R^xcC 1. 
Proof. It is clear that in our hypothesis, at most one of 
the conditions a) - d ) can take place. Let us show that at least 
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one of them holds. We may suppose, without loss of generality 
( w . l . g . ) , that OeC. For this aim, let K = cone C. Then X = K + 
+ Rx, so that, by Proposition 1, we have 
( i ) K is a linear subspace of codimension 1 and x<£K and, 
therefore x<£C, or 
( i i ) 4x,-x}nKi+0. 
If ( i ) holds, as above, we obtain that C is a linear subspa-
ce . Indeed, if x 6 SC = K, then x e C + Rx, i.e. x = y + Ax for so-
me y e C and A c R. Therefore Ax = x - yeK. Hence A= 0 and x = 
= y e C. 
Suppose now that ( i i ) holds and, w.l.g., xe K1c K. It fol-
lows that there exist A > 0 and u* such that 2Q c C and "5c = A u. 
We intend to show that Q e C 1 =1C, as SC = C = X. Let xfeC; as 
2x fe K and u € K1, there exists , u > 0 with (1 + / a ) u - 2/axcK, and 
so there exist ^\ > 1, v s C such that (1 + u ) u - 2^ux = -̂  v. Let 
us take ot= -n/2>i+/U- 1 ) e 30,l£ and A = 2oĈ w. /^ . Then 
(1 + A ) u -Ax = ocv + (1 - o c ) 2 n £ C , so that u e c 1 , by ( 1 ) . 
Assume now that c) and d ) do not hold. Then I = -i A e R: AxcCj 
is a bounded interval with nonempty i n t e r i o r . We have only to show 
that I is bounded above. Suppose that R+x c C . As C + R ^ ^ C 1 , the-
re exist c c C and /U > 0 such that "c + fiL x ̂ -C1. By a separation 
theorem we get x't X'\£01 such that 
(7) <c + ^Zx,x>--* <x,x'> V x c C . 
Taking x = c in ( 7 ) we get < x , x ' > * f O . If <x,x'> = 0 then, as in 
the proof of Proposition 1, we obtUn x' = 0 . Thus < x , x > < 0 . 
Taking now Ax instead of x, with arbitrary A e R1*, in ( 7 ) we 
get that <x,x'>2 0, a contradiction. Hence there are <*:,£*£ R, 
ol£0< fi (since u e C 1 and O e C ) such that Joe , ft t c I c £<£ , fi} . 
Moreover 3 «5 , C> I x c C and a'x./dx^C1. Once again, by a separa-
tion theorem, we get xj.xl e x'\ i0\ such that 
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(8 ) <-£x,x.[>-S. <x ,X j> V x e C , 
( 9 ) < p x , X 2 > > < X,X2_S ^ X e C . 
I f <x ,x j> = 0 or <x,X2> = 0, from (8) or ( 9 ) , as above, we get 
xj = 0 or x l = 0, a con t rad ict ion . As 0 c C and u e C 1 , we may con-
sider that 
(10) < x , x j N = < x , X 2 S = l . 
Let us assume that x^ and x« are linearly independen t . Then the-
re exists v" £ X such that 
(11) < v , x.[ > = ^ c - l , \ v,x« > = T + 1 . 
As veC + Rx, we 'have v = v' + Ax fo r some v «C and A eR. There-
fo re, by (8 ) - (11 ) , we have 
4L & < V , X ^ > = v*V - A X , X j N = -X - 1 - A , 
,5 > < v , X 2 > = \ v - A x , X j > = 3 + 1 - A , 
which yield a c o n t r a d i c t i o n . Hence x| and x« are linearly depen-
dent, i . e . x« = y*i for some y € R. We have ? - 1 by ( 1 0 ) . Thus 
( 8 ) , ( 9 ) and ( 1 0 ) can be written together as 
(12) Sc,-fc<x,x'>.0 V x s C ; < x,x' = 1. 
Let now x £ X be such that K < NX,X ' .><.?> . Suppose that x ^ C ; 
then there is some x*€. X'\(0? such that vX,x*"^<x,x sfor every 
X€.C. Once again <x,x*> * 0 ; one may take < x,x"vc{-l, 11 . Assume 
that x* and x* are linearly independent and take <x,x*"> = 1. 
There exists v c X such that 
<v,x!K>» =sx,x* N , <v,x>= *? + L 
As v = v* + A x for some v c C and A € R, we have, by ( 1 2 ) , 
5 + 1 =<v,x'> = < v + A x, x ' > = < v\ x '>• A -?-*'**"** A , 
<x,x*"^= \V,x,v' = -s. \t + } x;x* = v ^ X ^ + A s X j X " 1 ; s x,x** + •> . 
which yield a contradiction. We obtain similarly a contradicti-
on if \ x, x*> = -l. Therefore x* = y x ' with op* $-1,1?. If r = 1 
then \x,x > * <x,x'> for every x*C, so that sx,x' -. A: , a contra-
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diction. If <f * -1 we obtain the contradiction <*,*'> 2 (I . The-
refore xe C1. Hence 
4xeX.:5c <<x,x'>< p!cC 1c Cc^xcXia £ < x,x'> 4 /!?, 
which shows that b) holds with XQ = i x e X: < x ,x '> = O K 
Remark. If*the statement a) or b) of Proposition 3 holds, we 
obtain easily X « C + Rx. Simple examples show that this is not 
true if c) or d) holds. 
Indeed, take A » { (x,y) :x € J-1,1 [, y >1/(1 - x2)} c R2. A is 
8 closed convex set and A + R'xcA1 for x - (0,1)&R , but A + Rx = 
* 3-l,l[xR4R2. 
Concerning the condition c) of Proposition 3 we have the fol-
lowing 
Proposition 4. Let CcX be a nonempty convex set and x€X. 
(i) C + R*x c C1 if and only if x € C^ , C 1* 0 and C + Rx = 
= (C + Rf)1. 
(ii) If xiC^ and Cx4=0 then C + Rx* « X. 
Proof. (i) "==-> ": It is evident that xef^ and C14-0. 
Let x * &x* + C for some A c R. Then x c {X - l)x + x + Cc(A- l)x*+ 
+ C1 c C1 + RS? « (C + Rx)1. Therefore C + Rx" c (fj + Rx)1. 
M 4-cfc ": Suppose that c + A x # C x for some 15 & C and X> 0. 
Then there exists x'e X'\40| such that 
<S+Xx,x'>^<c,x'> V c cC. 
As xeC^ , we obtain that <x,x'>-- 0. Therefore <c,x >^<x,x '>for 
every *&P + Rx. As f + Rx is algebraically open, it follows that 
x* « 0, a contradiction. Hence C + R̂ xcrTJ1 (in fact we have equa-
lity). 
(ii) Suppose that x#C + Rx for some x€ X. Then there is 
soit̂  x'*X*\4 0! such that 
< x,x> s < c *(iix,x ) Vc«C, ^ H . 
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It follows that <x,x'> = 0 and < >T,x '> .£<c ,x '> for every cclf, 
whence Q£<x,x'> for any x € C^ , and so 0^<x +(Ux,x'> for all 
x € ĉ , and ^ £ R . As C^ + Rx = X, by Proposition 1, we get the 
contradiction x' = 0. Therefore C + Rx = X. 
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